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Page and Panel Composition



Comics Building Blocks!

How to read and write comics!



Between the Panels: a.k.a. "The Gutter"





How does the  reader's mind participates in storytelling? 

Closure : Observing the PARTS, 
but perciving the WHOLE.



• Panel
• Gutter
• Closure
• Sequence

• Tier
• Page
• Directional Flow
• "Z Formation"

TIP: The rule of directional flow is NOT to be broken 
lightly.  It can be JARRING to read prose in one 
direction and images in the other.

The natural way to read, a.k.a.:
Directional Flow



• Follow the natural reading
order of your audience 
(western vs eastern)

• If you disrupt this flow you 
will confuse and thus lose 
readers

Directional Flow & Reading Order 



• Use the elements on the page
to lead the reader through 
your composition



How Panel Choices Effect Reading:

• In this sample comic by Robyn
Chapman, consider how choice of
panel effects HOW we read the story
being told.



What happens when one panel is drawn bigger?



What happens when one panel is repeated?



What happens when one panel is border-less and drawn to the edge of the page ?

A.K.A. a "Bleed"



What happens when one panel is silent?



• You can vary gutter size
and use borderless or 
“open” panels

• Use center panels as an anchor for 
each page 

• Your panel borders don’t have to be
straight lines and right angles, but if
you are going to mix it up do it for a 
specific reason that adds to the 
narrative and understanding of the plot



• Larger panels can slow the
reader down

• Narrow panels help build 
tension



Page Layout Basics: 

• The 9 Panel Grid

The Watchmen - Alan Moore

https://literature.stackexchange.com/questions/2558/why-does-watchmen-use-the-9-panel-grid


Just the Panels - Start With a Six or Nine Panel Grid



Inspired by this awesome post about making comics 
quickly, I took a look at some comics I own to get 
some sense of different kinds of panel design choices.

A study in panel borders:

https://captainmwai.tumblr.com/post/68242603667/a-study-in-panel-borders-inspired-by-this

• Specific notes:
• Scott McCloud uses a 4x3 sliceup of the page, and it’s four VERTICAL slices and

three HORIZONTAL ones, which is weird because it makes the panels, on
average, LESS square. This works with the particular comic really WELL though,
because he draws himself in closeup, talking, a LOT.

• DAR and Narbonic both are webcomics mashed into book format, but both
worked surprisingly well as page layout in the end.

• Blacksad is REALLY variable and the page layouts are hand-crafted on a per-
page basis. No speed gains here, but perhaps a message that full custom has its
place.

• The Resonator is fairly formal but never *too* rigid with panel choices. Lots of
narrow or tall panels, which works as a way to alternate between big establishing
shots and dense dialog. Very tall panels for single speaker, long ones for two-
person dialog or to combine a lot of text and visuals. In general, Resonator is
print-native and has TINY text…

• Ultimate X-Men is a fun read but the panel design is a disaster. Almost none of
the choices of graphic design work at all. Occasionally an establishing shot hits
home, but in general the layout is trying WAY too hard.

• Watchmen. Formalism raised to the ultimate. It’s precise, it’s a 3x3 grid, it’s piss-
on-a-plate-with-no-spills precise and that’s fine, for two reasons: one, everything
is about time, and two, it gets the panels the hell out of the way of the story.

• Augustus is an example of what Ultimate X-Men was trying to do, except it
succeeds. Lots of variation, but on average very orderly. Kind of strikes me as
the sort of thing you “have to be GOOD” to pull off well.

• Extremely weird comic panels CAN work,
but when it fails it looks painful and forced.

• Simple is not bad.
• There are actually a LOT of possible

combinations





Inspired by this awesome post about making comics 
quickly, I took a look at some comics I own to get 
some sense of different kinds of panel design choices.

A study in panel borders:

https://captainmwai.tumblr.com/post/68242603667/a-study-in-panel-borders-inspired-by-this

• All 2x3 panel layouts 2: The Cull
• So I decided to have a half-honest go at culling the 74 panels

from the 2x3 grid down to
• Step 1: throw out all those “boomerang” panels because it’s

relatively unlikely that they’ll work at all. POSSIBLE, but
probably awkward unless you’re pretty clever.

• Step 2: throw out the pages that only make sense if you’re
looking at “aside” panels. I can see a number of reasons
these might work nicely in the right case, buuuuut, in a 2x3
grid they’ll be kind of big and awkward aside panels.

• Step 3: in the least objective of all the culling steps, I’ve
thrown out all the layouts which are potentially confusing for
left-to-right reading. A LOT of artists use exactly these layouts
on a regular basis, BUT, if you’re ME, you get irritated by
having to design the flow of artwork to guide readers to the
correct next panel.

• This drops the total layout count to 18, which is small enough
that a set of all 18 wouldn’t be a totally daunting challenge
just to have some ready-made panels. As before, note that the
design choices are arbitrary in a lot of ways, and they limit
what you can do next, but enforcing rules like this also makes
it easier and faster to make choices: this is arguably the core
point of this awesome post that is awesome.



The Auto-Bio Comic



MAUS banned in Tennessee

https://culture.pl/en/gallery/maus-by-art-spiegelman-image-gallery
https://www.wbur.org/hereandnow/2022/01/28/art-spiegelman-maus-ban




And turn that idea into a script

•ELEVATOR PITCH: A quick, punchy
paragraph – the grabber – to command
attention.
•Introduction – a general overview,
starting with a grabber
•Story (an overview) – A synopsis of what
happens in the book and if it’s a series, 
where it could go in subsequent storylines
•Characters – Main characters and villains,
include sketches/portraits if possible!
•Format and Delivery – How many
pages? Size? Full-color or B&W?

Start with an idea



• The basics:
• Who, what, when, where, why, and how of your story. Describe each

in a paragraph.
• For example, if we were describing Tin Tin:

• A who paragraph describing him as a character and a person.
• A why paragraph about how his job as a reporter takes him around the 

globe with his dog Snowy and occasional buddies (Cap’n Haddock, etc).
• A what paragraph about what (briefly) happens to him on his adventure.
• A where about the locations he’ll see.
• A how paragraph about how you’re going to tell the story (tongue-in-

cheek adventure? hardboiled detective story?).

Characters! Story!



Give yourself instructions on what to draw
Who what when etc.

• Characters - who, how many, what do they look like, facial
expressions, turnarounds
• Setting - where; locations and spaces, establishing shots
• Key Items - Objects that are part of the plot.
• Dialogue - lettering technique
• Panel layout - thumbnails!
• Mood or theme - atmosphere, lighting, stylistic choices
• Camera angles - how are the panels framed





















Thumbnails
The first thing you do when you start to visualize your story

• Start with really rough page-sized thumbnails
• Then fleshed out thumbnails
• Avoid doing storyboard style thumbnails or panel-

by-panel thumbnails because those are different 
media – you can’t use a fiction novel to lay out a 
comic book. Storyboards and panel-by-panel don’t 
take into account the visual narrative flow of the 
comic page because they break it up very differently

• Storyboards are linear and need to show A LOT 
more than a narrative illustrated story. In comics the 
action can be compressed and the reader fills in the 
blanks.



Thumbnails!
Work out all the problems BEFORE you start your final pencils



Multi-Panel 
Template (PSD)
https://www.dropbox.com/s/
cuo506mmihv0uwi/
panelblanks.psd?dl=0
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